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In order to prepare your trip to the Fondazione Giorgio Cini (www.cini.it) for the ISHN (www.ishn.org) 17

th
 Annual 

Meeting from 19 to 23 June 2012, we would like to provide you with some useful information. 
 
 

 
 
 

Arrival 
 

BY AIR 
If you travel by air and land in Milano Malpensa, Milano Linate, Roma Ciampino or Roma Fiumicino, you will have to 
leave the airport by  bus or train and then take a train to Venice from Milano Centrale railway station or Roma Termini 
railway station (trains for Venice leave every hour. Estimated time of journey from Milan: 2h 40min, from Rome: 3h 
40min), www.trenitalia.com  
 
If you land in Canova Airport in Treviso, you can take the ATVO direct bus line to Venice purchasing the ticket right 
outside the airport main exit from the bus driver (estimated time of journey: 50min, single ride €7, round trip €13). 
Once arrived in Piazzale Roma, you can reach the Island of San Giorgio Maggiore with ACTV public transportation 
service, buying your ticket at the ACTV Desk in Piazzale Roma and taking boat line number 2 – direction Giudecca/San 
Zaccaria, getting off at “San Giorgio” stop (estimated time of journey: 40 min). 
 
If you arrive directly to Marco Polo Venice Airport, please exit the airport and follow the walking path to reach the 
boat platforms. Once there, you will find the ALILAGUNA DESK POINT where you can buy a one way or a round trip 
ticket to Venice. The Alilaguna service connects the airport with the city through different lines; both the red and the 
blue lines will take you to the S. Zaccaria stop (estimated time of journey: 1 hour and 15 minutes). 

http://www.cini.it/
http://www.ishn.org/
http://www.trenitalia.com/


Once you arrive to S. Zaccaria, you can purchase a city-boat ticket for public transportation boat service at the ACTV 
DESK POINT;  take the boat line number 2- direction Giudecca/Tronchetto, which in one stop only (3 min.) will take 
you to San Giorgio Island.  
 
Otherwise you could take the bus line connecting the airport with Piazzale Roma and then, from there, you can reach 
the Island of San Giorgio Maggiore with the ACTV public transportation service buying a ticket at the ACTV Desk in 
Piazzale Roma and taking the boat line number 2 – direction Giudecca/San Zaccaria, getting of at “San Giorgio” stop 
(estimated time of journey: 40 min). 
 
 

BY TRAIN 
If you will travel to Venice by train, you should exit the Santa Lucia Station where you will find two ACTV DESK POINT  
offices - where you can purchase a city-boat ticket to use the public transportation boat service. Take boat line 
number 2 - direction Giudecca/San Zaccaria, and get off at San Giorgio stop (estimated time of journey: 40 min). 
 
 

BY CAR 
If you will drive to Venice, you should take the A4 Motorway and take the Venice-Mestre exit . 
Follow the indications to Venice parking areas of Tronchetto and/or Piazzale Roma where you can find a variety of 
parking lots (average price is €28/day). 
From there you can reach San Giorgio Island with the ACTV public transportation service buying a ticket at the ACTV 
Desk in Piazzale Roma and taking the boat line number 2 – direction Giudecca/San Zaccaria, getting of at San Giorgio 
stop (estimated time of journey: 40 min). 
 
For further information regarding the ATVO service: http://www.atvo.it/index.php?lang=en&area=23&menuid=23  
 
For further information regarding the ALILAGUNA service: http://www.alilaguna.it/index.en.html 
 
For further information regarding the ACTV service: http://www.actv.it/en 
(Since the meeting lasts 4 days, we suggest you to consider the 72 hours ticket - €33).  
 

 
Accommodation 
 
HOTEL 
The following is a list of hotels near the Fondazione Giorgio Cini where you can find a good accommodation during the 
ISHN meeting; this list is merely indicative, Venice has thousands of hotels and B&Bs that you can book online. 
 
 
DORSODURO AREA: 
 
 CALCINA - www.lacalcina.com/HTML/it/calcina_albergo_it.html - +39 041 5206466 
 SEGUSO - www.pensionesegusovenice.com - +39 041 5222340 
 AMERICAN - www.hotelamerican.it - +39 041 5204733 
 SAN BARNABA - +39 041 2411233 
 DOMUS CAVANIS - www.domuscavanis.org/it/index_it.html  - +39 041 5287374  
 
 
SAN MARCO AREA: 
 
 LA FENICE - www.fenicehotels.com - +39 041 5232333 
 ACCADEMIA - 041 5210188 
 SANTO STEFANO - www.hotelsantostefanovenezia.com -  +39 041 5200166 
 MONACO - www.hotelmonaco.it - +39 041 5200021 
 GRITTI - www.hotelgrittipalacevenice.com - +39 041 794611  
 BAUER - booking@bauervenezia.it - +39 041 5207022 
 WESTIN HOTELS - europa&regina@westin.com - +39 041 2961111 

http://www.atvo.it/index.php?lang=en&area=23&menuid=23
http://www.alilaguna.it/index.en.html
http://www.actv.it/en
http://www.lacalcina.com/HTML/it/calcina_albergo_it.html
http://www.domuscavanis.org/it/index_it.html
http://www.hotelsantostefanovenezia.com/
http://www.hotelmonaco.it/
http://www.hotelgrittipalacevenice.com/
mailto:booking@bauervenezia.it
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OTHER ACCOMMODATION OPTIONS 
 
Here you will find a list of alternative accommodation options as hostels, residences and religious guest houses. 
 
DORSODURO AREA: 
 
 Istituto ARTIGIANELLI - www.donorione-venezia.it/en/ - +39 0415224077 (this guest house will reserve 20 rooms 

for people attending the ISHN Meeting) 
 Casa dello studente DOMUS CIVICA - www.domuscivica.com  - +39 041721103  
 Istituto CATECUMENI SUORE SALESIE (only female guests) - +39 0415223691  
 Residenza JUNGHANS (hostel) -  info@residenzajunghans.com - +39 041 5210801 
 GUEST HOUSE REDENTORE - www.campluscityheart.it/Eng/Venice/Redentore.aspx - +39 041 5225396 
 
 
SAN MARCO AREA:  
 
 Patronato SALESIANO LEONE XIII - www.salesianiveneziacastello.it  - +39 0412403611  
 Domus CILIOTA - www.ciliota.it - +39 0415204888  
 Istituto PROVINCIALE PER L’INFANZIA SANTA MARIA DELLA PIETÀ - www.pietavenezia.org - +39 041 2411561  
 Istituto CANOSSIANO - www.fdcc.org/province/sanmarco/santrovaso/home.htm - +39 041 2409711  
 
 
 

Restaurants 
 
CANNAREGGIO AREA: 
 
 OSTERIA ANICE STELLATO - +39 041 720744 
 OSTERIA ORTO DEI MORI - www.osteriaortodeimori.com 
 OSTERIA AI 40 LADRONI - www.ristorantivenezia.net/osteriai40ladroni.htm 
 AL PARADISO PERDUTO - +39 041 720581 
 TRATTORIA DALLA MARISA - www.qristoranti.it/trattoria-dalla-marisa/ 
  
 
ARSENALE AREA:  
 
 OSTERIA SANTA MARINA - www.ristorantiveneziani.it/smarina/index.htm  - +39 041 5285239 
 CORTE SCONTA - www.veneziaristoranti.it/associati/corte.html - +39 041 5227024 
 TRATTORIA DA REMIGIO - +39 041 5230089  
 
 
SAN POLO AREA: 
 
 TRATTORIA DA IGNAZIO - www.trattoriadaignazio.com/ - +39 041 5234852 
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